The Little Mermaid Package Options

Package 1: Full Costume and Puppet Package
Non-profit and school rate: $1400/week
For-profits: $1750/week

Package 2: Full Costume Package
Non-profit and school rate: $1000/week
For-profits: $1250/week

Package 3: Full Puppet Package
Non-Profit and school rate: $600/week
For-profits: $750/week

Package 4: Lead Costumes
(Including all costumes for Ariel, Prince Eric, Triton, Flounder, Sebastian, Scuttle, Mersisters, Chef Louis, Flotsam, Jetsam, and Ursula)
Non-Profit and school rate: $750/week
For-profit: $1000/week

Package 5: Ensemble Costumes
(Including all costumes less leads: Chefs, courtiers, water dancers, Kiss the Girl costumes, Under the Sea costumes, maids, princess, sailors, gulls, noot-noots)
Non-profit and school rate: $500/week
For-profit: $750/week